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Objectives

 Learn definitions of sexual harassment, 

 Assess knowledge of the statistics regarding 
these concepts

 Learn about solutions in dealing with these 
issues
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Definitions

 Sexual Harassment—unwelcome sexual 
advances, requests for sexual favors, and other 
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature in 
which submission to or rejection of such conduct 
explicitly or implicitly affects an individual's work 
or school 
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Sexual Harassment—Two Types

Quid pro quo sexual harassment happens in situations in which an employee’s ability to be hired or promoted within his 

or her job is based on whether or not the employee accepts or rejects sexual advances or other inappropriate sexual 

conduct. 

 For instance, if an employee is told by a supervisor that she might be likelier to be promoted if she agrees to go on 

a date with the supervisor, that would be quid pro quo sexual harassment. Conversely, if the employee is told that 

she will be fired or demoted if she rejects the advances, that would also be quid pro quo sexual harassment.

 It is important to understand that submitting to the sexual conduct does not bar the employee from filing a 

complaint. Because there is a power difference between an employer and an employee, the employee may still 

have the basis for a complaint.

Harassment can also happen when the victim’s job is not conditioned 

on his or her acceptance or rejection of it. 

Hostile environment sexual harassment happens when a victim’s co-worker or supervisor makes comments or sexual 

advances that make the work environment offensive and hostile in nature. This type of conduct normally has a negative 

impact on the employee’s ability to do his or her job. 

Examples of this type of sexual harassment might include the following:

 Asking questions about the victim’s sex life

 Telling vulgar jokes

 Sexual or degrading physical conduct

 Displays of sexually explicit material

 If an employer knew or should have known about the sexual harassment and failed to take action to stop or 

prevent it, the employer may be held to be liable.

http://swartz-legal.com/employment-law-resources/quid-pro-quo-harassment/
http://swartz-legal.com/employment-law-resources/hostile-work-environment/


REPORT

 Any employee who believes he or she was 

a victim of harassment, including sexual 

harassment, should report the allegation to 

his/her supervisor
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Prevention of Harassment

 Supervisors must set the tone! Publicize the policy 
through meetings and training activities

 Recognize your obligation to create and preserve a work 
environment free from sexual harassment

 Report the allegation 

 Take immediate action to investigate the allegations

 Seek resolutions and document action(s) taken

 Even if you feel the complaint is groundless - treat it 
seriously 
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Creating a Positive Work 

Environment

 If your attitudes and decisions are shaped by facts 

based on performance and behavior, you will create a 

work environment free of discrimination where people 

are treated with respect based on what they do - not 

on what they were born into. You will have created 

the kind of place where everyone would like to work.
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Examples of Sexual Harassment

 sexual advances 

 touching of a sexual nature 

 graffiti of a sexual nature 

 displaying or distributing of 

sexually explicit drawings, 

pictures and written 

materials 

 sexual gestures

 sexual or "dirty" jokes 

 pressure for sexual favors 

 touching oneself sexually or 

talking about one's sexual 

activity in front of others 

 spreading rumors about or 

rating other students as to 

sexual activity or 

performance. 
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True or False?

 Complaints filed by men 

have tripled since 1994 

and are primarily due to 

harassment by female 

supervisors. 

 Studies estimate 1 

woman in 8 will 

experience sexual 

harassment on the job. 

 Only the individual being 

sexually harassed is 

considered the victim. 

 Sexual harassment leads 

to lost productivity, sick 

leave, and worker 

replacement.
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Perception
Can this be sexual harassment?

http://www.hrhero.com/harass/img/restaurant.jpg
http://www.trainingabc.com/xcart/files/images/thumbnails/t_16719.jpg
http://aolsearch.aol.com/aol/imageDetails?invocationType=imageDetails&query=sexual+harassment&img=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.giannipetoyanlaw.com%2Fimages%2Fsoc-sexual_harassment-v25_25293%255B1%255D.jpg&site=www.giannipetoyanlaw.com&host=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.giannipetoyanlaw.com%2FEmploymentLaw.shtml&b=image%3Fquery%3Dsexual%2Bharassment%26page%3D2%26userid%3D448632bc-00165-00aa8-e6960c40%26invocationType%3Dtopsearchbox.image%26clickstreamid%3D-1496536080776744750
http://hrvideo.com/img_2004_6_15_17_5_29_0.jpg
http://aolsearch.aol.com/aol/imageDetails?invocationType=imageDetails&query=men+men+sexual+harassment&img=http%3A%2F%2Ftinypic.com%2Faotj60.gif&site=www.20six.co.uk&host=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.20six.co.uk%2Ftoriyoujin%2Farchive%2F2005%2F08%2F&b=image%3Fquery%3Dmen%2Bmen%2Bsexual%2Bharassment%26page%3D3%26userid%3D448632bc-00165-00aa8-e6960c40%26invocationType%3DxImage%26clickstreamid%3D-1496536080776744750
http://www.finresourcecenter.com/cc_media/harass.jpg
http://aolsearch.aol.com/aol/imageDetails?invocationType=imageDetails&query=sexual+harassment+prevention&img=http%3A%2F%2Fstopharass.com%2Fimages%2Fman-woman.jpg&site=stopharass.com&host=http%3A%2F%2Fstopharass.com%2Farticles.htm&b=image%3Fquery%3Dsexual%2Bharassment%2Bprevention%26page%3D1%26userid%3D448632bc-00165-00aa8-e6960c40%26invocationType%3DxImage%26clickstreamid%3D-1496536080776744750
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DEFINITIONS

 Sexual Assault: Sexual assault includes any alleged 
non-consenting sexual act involving forceful physical 
contact including attempted rape, rape, sodomy, and 
other. If forceful physical contact is not used, the incident 
should be reported as a Sexual Misconduct.

 Sexual Misconduct: Sexual misconduct includes 
the intentional touching, mauling, or feeling of the body 
or private parts of any person without the consent of that 
person. Sexual harassment or unsolicited offensive 
behavior such as unwelcome sexual advances, 
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical 
contact of a sexual nature is also included. 
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What we have learned:

 Females can be uncomfortable when PDA is common 

and not addressed by staff

 Females feel more comfortable when the population on 

center is close to 50/50 in terms of male/ female

 When harassment, teasing, and bullying are common, 

the culture is negative
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Staff Responsibilities
REINFORCEMENT

MODEL

Staff demonstrate honesty, 

integrity and responsibility. 

Staff develop healthy 

relationships with other staff 

and students and follow the 

chain-of-command.

MENTOR

Staff engage in 

conversations about 

confidentiality, responsibility 

and proper workplace 

relationships. Staff explain 

the process of decision-

making and resulting 

consequences. 

MONITOR

Staff objectively observe 

behavior and readily 

acknowledge tardiness, 

unsafe practices, or 

dishonesty. Staff take 

proactive measures to 

educate and address such 

behaviors.

STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES


